Drive the 262C and you experience the satisfaction that
comes with owning a classic, limited production car.
Volvo's light-alloy V-6 engine provides the quick, smooth
response characteristic of great Grand Touring cars.
Surefooted, agile handling and a body by Bertone-one
of the most respected names in Italian coachbuildingcombine with performance to make the 262C a car that
will be applauded by drivers who know great
automobiles.
The smell and feel of fine leather adds to the 262C
interior's air of quiet, tasteful luxury. Soft, pleated black
leather covers the anatomically designed, and individu-

ally heated front seats, and the spacious rear seat of this
genuine 2+2 touring car. Leather also covers the doors
and rear panels and headliner trim. Door panels are accented with genuine elm wood veneer and the leathercovered sun visors are recessed into a full-width leather
panel above the windshield. The steering wheel is also
padded, completing the 262C's feel of fine quality.
As a worthy companion to luxurious comfort, convenience is also a part of the 262C interior. Above each door
are individual swivel-mounted map lights. The windows
are power-operated, as are the rear-mounted antenna

and outside rear view mirrors. The center console
extends into the spacious rear passenger compartment
and contains an illuminated ashtray and lighter.
Other standard equipment includes cruise control, a
feature that offers comfort plus improved mileage on
l ong trips; a space-saver spare, with its own electric air
compressor; "European-profile" steel-belted radials,
mounted on light-alloy wheels; and Mystic Silver metallic
finish with black vinyl roof.
Another standard feature is Volvo's integrated air
conditioning, which has a recirculation capability and
can even dehumidify heated air in winter.

As in all Volvos, every control for every piece of
equipment lies within easy reach and driver visibility is
excellent. ..making the 262C a part of the proud Volvo
tradition.
Powering the 262C is Volvo's 2.7-liter overhead cam V-6.
Its specifications are matched perfectly to the thoroughbred character of this finest Volvo ever.
The V-6 also incorporates Volvo's Lambda-sondTM*
emission control- a revolutionary system that permits
the 262C to do what most manufacturers claimed was
i mpossible: meet the stringent current state and federal
regulations with optimum power and efficiency.

Most 262C drivers are expected to specify Volvo's threespeed automatic transmission. But there is an alternative:
Volvos fully synchronized four-speed manual gearbox
with electrically activated overdrive.
Complementing the unique aspects of the 262C are all
the qualities and features that make any model Volvo
one of the safest, most maneuverable automobiles in
the world... including four-wheel power-assisted disc
brakes, a dual braking system in which each circuit
operates on three-not just two-wheels, power-assisted
rack-and-pinion steering with only 3.5 turns lock-to-lock,
and a 32'2" turning circle.
*Lambda-SondTM trademark of Volvo of America Corporation.

The 262C also incorporates Volvo's safety-body design
with a central "cage"' buffered by front and rear "crumple
zones." Bumpers of aluminum alloy backed by gas-filled
i mpact absorbers are designed to take a 5 mph bump
with no damage.
All these things contribute to the spirit of Grand Touring
embodied by the Volvo 262C.
The 262C combines Volvos renowned engineering,
durability and quality control with Italian artistry and
elegance to produce an automobile that will rank high
among the worlds finest Grand Touring cars. ..a fitting
position for the finest Volvo ever.

